The author addresses the latter question or avoids it by describing the arc of Cohen's life as classic tragedy, as a collision of choice and circumstance. His father died when Jack was only thirteen; as MacDowell tells the story (citing a smattering of masculinity studies), the burden of becoming the family's principal breadwinner would set him down a path that would not only make him as a professional but break him as a man.
J.L. Cohen was all of twenty-one when called to the bar in 1918. He began specializing in labour law in part because he grew up in a workingclass immigrant neighbourhood in Toronto, and partly because endemic anti-Semitism set limits on the kinds of clients Jewish lawyers were able to attract. Yet it was only after suffering a nervous breakdown in 1925 that he threw himself into causes of 'social significance' with a special zeal: he investigated the disappearance, and presumed murder, of two Finnish labour leaders in Port Arthur; defended the civil liberties of Communist party members such as Tim Buck and Norman Freed; and negotiated on behalf of striking miners and garment workers from Kirkland Lake to Oshawa.
Nevertheless, 'Cohen's work and the historical origins of the Canadian industrial-relations system have been forgotten, neglected, or misunderstood,' MacDowell writes in her epilogue, 'and this study has sought to rectify that loss of historical memory. ' Order-in-Council PC 1003 (1944 , as the pioneering piece of legislation was known, is viewed by some historians as a setback rather than a victory; 'post-war settlement' theorists argue it was a compromise that served merely to freeze out labour's demands and to keep it in bureaucratic check. MacDowell disagrees, and feels that Cohen would too, concluding that 'the post-war settlement argument lacks historical evidence to make it supportable in its current form, and it also lacks an understanding of the labour-relations system as it developed in Cohen's time or as it functions now.' Historiographical debates aside, MacDowell's work does much to restore J.L. Cohen's reputation as Canada's first and foremost specialist in labour law. She cannot entirely account for his personal character, but neither does she try to explain his sins away. This book was many years in the making, and it was worth it. (GORDON DUECK) Ronald W. Hawker. Tales of Ghosts: First Nations Art in British Columbia, 1922 -1961 Tales of Ghosts: First Nations Art in British Columbia, 1922 -1961 provides an overview of the production, circulation and consumption of art by Native artists during a period of great social and political change in British Columbia and Canada. Ronald W. Hawker exposes and then considers the multiple ways in which meaning has been created and consumed around First Nations art objects by its viewing audiences. In so doing, he brings a new line to bear on the role Native art has played in the negotiation of social and geographical spaces in British Columbia.
Hawker demonstrates the increasing role First Nations artists and communities have had in the positioning of their visual culture in British Columbia and Canada as objects of resistance to dominant political and social structures, rather than as simple objects for the intellectually curious, or for the tourist's gaze. The projects and art considered in the book are referred to by Hawker as 'public' art. They are pieces of art that were made for, or transferred to the public domain primarily by non-Native government or civilian officials. Hawker relies solely on the textual history of this era that remains in archives to inform his perspective. He states early on in the book that interviews with contemporary individuals would have complicated the reading of such sources. Hence he relies on the presence of First Nations voices in historical documents as well as those of nonNative participants, rather than seek to understand how the events he describes in his book are remembered today by the original participants, or how individuals memories of specific events circulate to create meaning for art today.
The book's ten chapters adhere to a loose chronology of events that chart the emergence of northwest coast art into public spaces. The foci of chapters include the infamous Cranmer Potlatch and confiscation of regalia by Indian Agent Halliday; the erection of totem poles in Stanley Park and Salish protest over such plans; the attempt by the federal government to bring the symbols of northwest coast art into the fold of national identity through totem pole preservation efforts in northern BC and a modern art exhibition in Ottawa that included named individual northwest coast artists; an examination of Depression-era political economics in which art was seen as a way by which Aboriginal people could be assimilated into the nation (in particular the plans of Rev George Raley are critiqued); the BC Indian Arts and Welfare Society's model of social reform through arts education for Native artists is considered through the work of Alice Ravenhill and Anthony Walsh; the use of art by carvers Mathias Joe and Mungo Martin and painter George Clutesi to bring attention to the growing tension over political differences and land disputes between Native and non-Native peoples; the efforts to 'preserve' Native heritage through museum and university programs driven by the agendas of a new league of non-Native 'experts' in Native art round out the book's content.
Hawker has laid a foundation for an interesting discussion on northwest coast art during the mid-twentieth century. The strength of this book is also its weakness. In trying to cover so much ground in one publication, Hawker is unable at times to give the reader desired details. As well, he does not allocate space to theorize critically the events he discusses. Hawker's choice to leave out contemporary voices and opinions leaves him open to the error of repeating inaccuracies in the historical record, and to critique over his interpretation of historical sources. A case in point is his discussion of the youth artist Francis Baptiste and the Inkameep Day School. Hawker repeatedly names the artist incorrectly as François Batiste (Baptiste signed his name Batiste on some paintings), and he haphazardly links references of the physical abuse suffered by students at the Colqualeeza residential school to his discussion of the drawing program at the Inkameep Day School, which is well known for anti-assimilationist educational agenda. Contemporary references would have revealed these inaccuracies.
The impacts of such shortfalls are lessened in comparison to the overall contribution Tales of Ghosts makes to the area of northwest coast art. The book will interest scholars of Native studies, Canadian art history, anthropology, and cultural studies. Wilmot's memoir is a story of remarkable faith, discipline, and determination. Through the winter and spring of 1944, Wilmot visited the wounded, counselled the troubled, conducted services when and where he could, and held regular Padre's Hours. It took several months, but the padre's regular reports on unit morale finally won over a commanding officer who was sceptical of church parades.
As the battles for the Hitler Line loomed in May 1944, Wilmot worried about his proper place. When casualties began to mount, Wilmot decided to go forward under fire to find the missing, dress wounds, retrieve casualties, and console the dying. That action earned him a hole in his helmet and a bandaged ear. In August, after two companies were decimated at the Foglia River, Wilmot twice led a carrying party into a minefield to retrieve the wounded. That action earned him a Military Cross.
As the fighting continued through the fall of 1944, Wilmot admits that the strain of battle began to tell. Burying the dead was especially troubling. 'This task was distressing me more and more, since many of the dead were
